
Head of the National Iraqi Alliance, Sayyid Ammar al-Hakim, receives
Jordanian Deputy Prime Minister for Economic Affairs to discuss the means to

success of the upcoming Arab Summit

Head of the National Iraqi Alliance, Sayyid Ammar al-Hakim, met with deputy Jordanian Prime

Minister for Economic Affairs Mr. Jawad Anani and discussed supporting the Arab Summit that is

planned to be held in the Jordanian capital, Amman, and the participation of Iraq in a high-

level representation.

\r\n

This took place during his eminence\'s meeting with Deputy Prime Minister of Jordan,

discussions covered the latest developments at all levels including economic, security and

politics.

\r\n

Sayyid Ammar al-Hakim confirmed the near completion of eliminating terrorist cliques of Daesh,

and announcing the liberation of all Iraqi soil by the efforts of all formations of the Iraqi

military, affirming that the Iraqis are fighting the terrorism and are winning it, at the same

time they are preparing for a mature political project aiming to build the nation and will

result in a political and social stability.

\r\n

Sayyid Ammar al-Hakim condemned the terrorist attack on the Jordanian city of Karak and

forwarded his condolences to the Jordanian people and their leadership, and wished quick

recovery for the injured, reiterating the need for concerted efforts of all nations of the

world to confront the common global threat represented in the terrorist gangs of Daesh.

\r\n

For his part, Mr. Jawad Anani congratulated the achieved Iraqi victories, and delivered

greetings of Jordan leadership to his eminence Sayyid Ammar al-Hakim, showing its eagerness to

establish better and consolidated relations between the Iraq and Jordan serving the interest of

the two brotherly peoples, Mr. Anani called for active participation of Iraq in the upcoming

Arab Summit planned to be held in the Jordanian capital Amman.

\r\n

Mr. Anani welcomed Sayyid Ammar al-Hakim visit with the National Iraqi Alliance delegation to

the Kingdom of Jordan, stressing his country\'s keenness to develop relations with Iraq,

opening the prospects of joint cooperation in various fields.


